ART. XI The Whitehaven Pier Saltpans 1632-86 and their Accounts 1675-77.
By BLAKE TYSON, B.Sc., PH.D.
-

ALT production along the Cumbrian coast was an important medieval industry
after several abbeys were granted salt pans by noble benefactors.' A thin surface
layer of salt-impregnated clayey-sand was scraped from shallow hollows on flat
shores to create heaps of "sleech". Water was then used to leach the salt into a claylined or wooden trough until a hen's fresh egg no longer floated in the weakening
brine. 2 The salt was then extracted by evaporation in lead pans over peat fires.'
During the sixteenth century, coal was increasingly used as fuel, its more fierce heat
requiring the use of iron pans. This was economic only where coal was relatively
cheap, as on the Cumberland coalfield coast. However, a survey of Cumberland's
ports in 1561 noted that Whitehaven had only one nine-ton vessel that could sail to
Chester and Liverpool with herrings and return with salt, possibly produced by a
nascent Cheshire rock salt industry.' As Parton had seven such vessels and
Ravenglass four, Whitehaven clearly had a low level of economic development. In
1516/7 for example, under 1% of St Bees Priory income came from quayage charges
on ships trading into Whitehaven. 5 Thus, setting up a salt pan was a commercia l
priority of Sir Christopher Lowther after his father bought the Whitehaven estate in
1630 and will be detailed later.
From about 1670 competition from Cheshire rock salt depressed salt making in
Cumbria, so that Sir John Lowther's agent at Whitehaven, Thomas Tickell, wrote to
him on 24 March 1678/9 that it was: "a dead commodity and I feare will continue
so ... One of our traders ... affirmes that he laded his vessell with salt a month
since at Fradsome [Cheshire] for 3s. 6d. the barrel". 6 The price compares badly with
8s. 6d. a barrel that Lowther's father, Sir Christopher, received for salt sold at
Dublin in 1632.' The imposition of Salt Tax in 1694 was a further disincentive to
the industry. It increased prices and heralded a decline of British sea-salt making so
that, in 1782, the last surviving Cumbrian salt pans at Bransty, Whitehaven were
closed to allow expansion of Daniel Brocklebank's shipyard.' Having destroyed the
sea-salt industry, the tax was scrapped in 1824.
Researchers from the Ironbridge Institute examined the remains of a former
saltworks near Swarthy Hill, Crosscanonby, for Allerdale District Council and drew
up a heritage management plan for them. With ample justification, they decided that
the site is "the sole appreciable physical survival from the Solway Coast salt
industry" and is "the most accessible to the public". 9 They made a list of 29 former
saltworks along the Cumbrian coast only ten of which are in the Sites and
Monuments Record. The present article focuses on a salt pan at Whitehaven, which
is not in that list and has been overlooked by researchers. 10 This is surprising, for
some accounts survive from 1675-77, in a small volume in the Lonsdale archive at
the Cumbria Record Office, Carlisle." They are the subject of this article and allow
refinement of ideas such as one of J. V. Beckett who wrote of salt pans near
Whitehaven, "Little evidence has survived about output and profit, while the
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absence of port book entries suggests that production was mostly for local
requirements". 12 More material will be drawn from some Lowther colliery accounts
and from a salt pan account in the Senhouse of Netherhall archive. 13 The
"Netherhall pans" were at Bank End near Maryport, about two miles south of "Mr
Lamplughs Salt pans". The latter have now been equated with the Crosscanonby
pans. 14 Before studying the Whitehaven account details it will be helpful to review
parts of William Brownrigg's description of eighteenth century salt making,"
examine problems of measuring bulk salt and outline the early development of the
Whitehaven pans.
The Production of Sea-salt by Evaporation 16

Dr Brownrigg distinguished between "bay salt", produced mainly in hot climates
using the sun's heat to evaporate sea water in large artificial lagoons, and "white
salt", produced by boiling brine in shallow, rectangular iron pans over furnaces set
at either end of a saltern building. Between the pans was a "forehouse" where coal
was stored and fed to the furnaces. This middle part was separated from the pans by
full partition walls to prevent dust or ash from polluting the salt. Fire under each
pan was drawn to chimneys in the gables, where flues had iron damper plates to
control furnace draught and hence pan temperature. Steam from the pans was
vented through roof openings (Fig. lb).
Eighteenth century pans were commonly 15 x 12 ft and 16 ins deep, made of
malleable iron plates about 4 1 /2 x 1 ft and a third of an inch thick.' Brickwork
supported the pan corners while the sides and middle were carried on cast iron
pillars (taplins) . The middle was also held by hooks suspended from a strong
wooden frame built over the pan (Fig. lb). A "scratch pan" of lead, about 18 x 12 in
and 3 ins deep, with a curved iron handle, was set in each corner to trap "earthy"
impurities, including gypsum. Wooden tools were used to avoid rust. A pan could
hold 1,300 gallons of brine, weighing about six tons.
The process varied from one area to another but followed a common pattern. Sea
water was trapped in a large pool formed just below high spring tide level, so that
evaporation might strengthen the brine between tidal inundations if rain did not
dilute it. Brine was then pumped to a storage tank in the saltern building and fed
through pipes to the pans as required. When fresh brine in a pan had heated to
lukewarm, a clearing mix was added. This consisted of three egg whites stirred into
two or three gallons of seawater and mixed into the brine with a wooden rake.
Alternatively about two ounces of sheep or cattle blood could be used, but this
risked tainting the salt. With further heating, the eggs separated out a black frothy
scum that was skimmed off. The brine was then boiled until small crystals formed
on the surface, showing that the solution was saturated. This was after about five
hours heating.'
The pan was topped up with more brine, and the disturbance caused an earthy
powder called "scratch" to settle in the less turbulent corners of the pan, so that
waste could be lifted out in the lead scratch pans. The mix was again cleared, boiled
to a strong brine in about four hours, topped up again, cleared, boiled and topped
up a fourth time, the scratch pans being emptied at each topping up. This time, as
crystals started to form, the dampers were shut down to reduce heat, allowing the
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pan to simmer overnight for up to ten hours during granulation. This allowed larger
crystals to form, for the disturbance of stirring or fast boiling could break them
down. At this stage, fast boiling also made weak salt unfit for preserving food
especially for long voyages, since it readily absorbed atmospheric moisture and
formed more bitter salts. Next morning the salt residue would seem almost dry. It
was raked into a long heap to drain, then put into wicker baskets which let any
remaining brine drain back into the pan. The salt was then placed over the warm
flues before being taken to the store. Here it was put into "drabs" made of wooden
boards on three sides with removable boards across the front, similar to farm
granaries. The base sloped down towards the front so that any waste liquid (bittern)
could drain into a trough. Bittern was rich in salt and could be added to the next
pan to be filled. As it contained bitter salts, such as Epsom salts, it was discarded
after about three re-uses. 19 After three or four days draining, the salt was dry enough
to be stored ready for sale.
The process left a thin calcareous "stone scratch" deposit on the pan sides and
bottom. Brownrigg wrote that in about eight to ten days the layer could be a
quarter-inch thick and had to be hacked off with iron picks to lessen the risk of the
pan burning. 20 He noted that salt boilers "who have been most accurate in their trials
affirm that ... on the coasts of Cumberland they commonly obtain a pound of .. .
marine salt from forty pounds of sea water". 21 He remarked that a pan of about
1,300 gallons capacity could produce a draught of 15 to 20 bushels of salt per day,
six days a week, and stated that a bushel weighed 56 lbs. 22

Bushel Measurement Problems

This weight seems to have been derived from the Act of Parliament (5 William &
Mary, cap. 7) which, from 25 March 1694, extended tax on beer, ale etc. to salt at a
rate of 1 1 /2d. per gallon. JPs, not involved in salt making, were to set maximum prices
at Easter and Michaelmas sessions. The Act (sect. 18) required all salt to "be
measured by a Bushel of Eight Gallons Winchester Measure . . . by fit measurers
living upon the Place where the Salt is made", but did not specify the weight of that
bushel. With the poor excuse that Cheshire salt had to be carried long distances to
market in "walms, baskets, or vessels" which were inconvenient to empty for volume
measurement (as if that problem applied only in Cheshire), section 24 permitted
rock salt to "be entered by Weight only and that Fifty-six Pounds Weight thereof
shall be deemed and taken to be a Winchester Bushel of Eight Gallons ... and shall
be ... taxed accordingly". However section 25 decreed that large lumps of rock salt
that could not be measured without being broken were to have "Six-score Pounds
Weight" deemed as a Winchester bushel of eight gallons.
The Cheshire salt clauses suggest that neither weight was that of a Winchester
bushel. If eight gallons weighed 56 lbs, salt at 7 lbs a gallon weighed less than water
(9.694 lbs a Winchester gallon). 23 As the specific gravity of salt crystals is 2.2, 24 about
two-thirds of a sample would have to be voids, which is absurd. 25 Thus the Salt
Union laboratories at Runcorn were contacted. Their "Pure Dried Vacuum Salt"
(fine, high-grade table salt) has a bulk density of 1.25 grm/cc. 26 A Winchester bushel
of salt would be about 9.694 x 1.25 x 8 = 96.94 lbs. The weight of a given volume of
a granular substance such as salt, will vary with the specific gravity and size of the
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particles, the degree of sorting and compaction and the moisture content in voids. 27
Less well refined salt might well have weighed 100 lbs or more per bushel. The Act,
therefore, seems to have penalised Cheshire by charging the same duty on 56 lbs as
on nearly twice that weight elsewhere, a sign of that county's competitive ability. As
the Act did not specify a weight for use in other parts of the country, traders were
able to abuse the volume system and accusations of overcharging became common
by 1696. The Act was therefore incompetent legislation.
To overcome this, another Act (7 & 8 William III [1696], cap. 31) was passed.
Section 44 admits that the Winchester bushel of eight gallons "appointed by the said
[previous] Act for measuring Salt for payment of the said Duties, are various and
unequal, and have proved inconvenient not only to the Duties but to the Makers
and Traders". Thus, except for some rock salt "all Salt at all Salt works ... shall be
ascertained at the Rate of Fifty-Six Pounds Weight to the Bushel and no more", a
neat way of greatly increasing the tax on the more widespread sea-salt industry. To
ensure compliance, section 46 required each salt-tax collector to fix a "Beam, scale
and weights or Stilyard" at his salt works and pay fees to those who witnessed
weighings. Section 49 confirmed that, from 17 May 1696 all persons were to sell salt
at 56 lbs to the bushel "and not otherwise".
Although a special salt bushel was now clearly defined, a further Act (9 & 10
William III, cap. 6) was passed in 1697 to force all salt retailers to sell by bushels of
56 lb "and not by measure or in any other Manner". To comply with the 1696
provisions, on 21 January 1698, Cumberland's magistrates set the maximum price
for salt sold at pans to "fower shillings fower pence per Winchester bushell, includeing
the King's duty and that Bushell containeing fifty six pounds weight". 28 They also set
a maximum price for resale at markets in Carlisle, Penrith, Kirkoswald, Brampton
and Longtown at "one penny farthing per pound" which they reinforced by
recording it as 8 3 /4d. per hoop or gallon, 1s. 5'/2d. per stone or 5s. 10d. per bushel. A
fine of L5 was payable by defaulters. This leaves no doubt that the magistrates
accepted the 56 lbs ruling but that, despite the unequivocal wording of the 1696 and
1697 Acts they failed to appreciate that a Winchester bushel could not weigh that
little. 29 Their failure to eliminate references to volumes would cause anyone who sold
by true gallons or bushels to make considerable losses.
It is not surprising that some modern writers have been confused. For example
John Martin wrote that "4s. 4d. per Winchester Bushel" was the duty, rather than
the 1698 maximum price at the pans. The Ironbridge Report compounded that
error by stating that "duty was charged at the rate of 1.25d./lb, the equivalent of
4s. 4d./bushel (56 lbs)". 30 Clearly 1'/4d. per lb was the 1698 maximum retail price not
duty, 4s. 4d was not the duty; and 56 x 1'/4d = 5s.10d., the 1698 maximum retail
price for a salt bushel. Such nonesense could have been avoided by closer study of
the Netherhall saltpan accounts for 1732-3, in which stones were 14 lbs, "bushels"
taken as 56 lbs and "gallons" as 7 lbs, but the last two terms must not be treated as
if they were true volumes. They were merely terms of convenience. Naturally, prices
had changed by 1732-3.
As an example, the first sale was calculated just like the rest. On 15 May 1732,
Mary Sharp bought 3 bushels 2 gallons of salt for 15s. 2d., at ls. 2d. a stone. The 13
stones were 3'/4 bushels, so a bushel was 4 stones of 14 lbs = 56 lbs. The price per
bushel was 182d. = 3.25 bushels = 56d., or 4s. 8d. (1d. a lb including duty). As
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Mary had 1 /2d. per stone discount compared with "country" sales, she was a dealer
who could retail at 25 per cent mark up. If the tax paid each week is divided by
amounts sold, a duty of 37d. per bushel (0.66d. a lb) is obtained throughout. 31 As
the price at the pan was normally 4s. 8d. a bushel (4s. 10d for country sale), the
production cost including coal, maintenance, wages and profit was only 1 s. 7d. a
bushel. Thus the duty rate was 195 per cent in 1732. 32 In view of the problems
exposed in this section, the figures in the Whitehaven accounts will be treated with
caution, and the size of pre-1696 bushels will be examined again.

Whitehaven Pier Saltpans: the Early Years (Fig.2)
The 1675-77 Lowther salt accounts do not locate the pans, but the owner was
clearly Sir John Lowther (1642-1706) of Whitehaven. He was named in an entry
dated 22 December 1675: "To this day Sr Jn Lowther hath accompt ..." and, when
the accounts ended, the volume was used to note rents due to him from the Manor
of St Bees from 1676. As Sir John did not take the lease of Bransty pans until 12
January 1681/2, 33 and the salt accounts began before he bought Flatt Hall on 1
October 1675, the pans must have been part of his original Whitehaven estate,
centred on the Old Hall in the market place. Thus, the accounts must refer to the
pans built in 1632-3 at the landward end of the old pier, which itself was built about
1630 by Robert Storey for Sir Christopher Lowther (1611-44)." In 1664 the pier,
salt pans and seventeen houses were found to be encroachments on the Crown's
ownership of the foreshore so that, to regularize the situation, Charles II granted Sir
John Lowther all the land to the low water mark in 1665. 35
The evidence for building the Whitehaven Pier pans comes from two sources; the
letters and accounts of Sir Christopher Lowther 36 and "A Moddell of Salt panns for
Whithaven", sketched by Rowland Jackson 37 and reproduced in the Appendix.
Jackson drew a small sketch of a salt pan building (Fig. 5a) apparently with
warehouse storage for bay-salt at one end and white salt at the other, with three pairs
of salt pans along both sides. Jackson's dimensions of 80 x 60 ft do not match his
drawing and, as the pier was only 30 feet wide, such a building could not be
accommodated. Figure 5b is Jackson's much larger scale plan of the right hand
portion of his pans. His labelling gives some idea of the production arrangement and
several marginal notes give more details, including the design of the furnace grates,
an (optimistic) opinion that each pan would produce twenty bushels a day, that "the
bushell they sell by is 10 gallons now sould at 20d p[er] bushell" and that further
details would be sent later. His notes have been appended to a transcript of his
description. Jackson's ideas were probably based on observations of pans elsewhere.
It will become apparent that the pans actually erected on Whitehaven pier were far
less ambitious, and in a building only twenty feet wide on a very restricted site.
Writing from Dublin in 1632, Lowther was seeking materials for his pans. On 22
October, he could "gett noe great tymber yet for the saltpans ... nor dales [deals] at
present". When he did get "great timber of 20 foot long fitt for the pannes ... the
barks ... hear could not take it for the length of yt". In February, he shipped "100
fetherslitt dales for your covering the other panne", costing L7 per hundred plus
30s. for slitting them. To finish the pans, in November 1633, he considered buying
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five tons of iron plates from George Lane of Bristol at k14 a ton. His pans were not
an instant success for, on 11 August 1634, he complained "when I cast up my
accompt I was a great ... loser by my owne panns in soe much as I would gladly lett
my panns at reasonable rents, but I cannot". In 1633-4 the pans were valued at
L280 but, by 1636, were claimed to be worth £467 7s. 4d., perhaps to justify
charging a higher rent. In 1637 David Bibby and Thomas Younghusband were
tenants, and in 1638 Bibby was joined by Robert Stockdell and Patrick Card, each
working one pan. 38 After Sir Christopher's death in 1644 his executors apparently
made a profit of J156 on the sale of salt in 1646. 39 In 1649-51 the pans were
tenanted by George Wood at J 17 10s. per quarter year."
After 1666 when Thomas Tickell became the agent at Whitehaven, it is clear that
the pans' viability was threatened. On 23 February 1668/9 he was concerned that
the pan tenant owed rent and had let the buildings decay. Five weeks later he wrote
that some repairs were in hand but he was waiting for Thomas Wilkinson, the
tenant, to return from Ireland to pay the arrears. 41 Meanwhile, on 10 March 1668/9
"one chimney and Roofe and garner fell altogether at one [of] his best pans, spoiled
a draught of salt and rendered through consumption and the fall, the timber useless.
The two other pans upon the Key are now repaireing, the one quite out of doores and
about halfe done, the other no better ... and I feare the roofe of one of these will
not stand long ... The present rates of salt not exceeding 9s. 10d. the Qr [quarter]
makes things worse, but if any persons make proffit by such like works I hope ours
will have the precedence"." As a quarter was eight bushels, salt was ls. 2 3 /4d. per
bushel. On 6 April, Lowther wanted the experience to lead to letting on longer
leases and to choosing dilapidations "viewers" who were less biased towards tenants'
interests.
That the salt pans were actually on the pier is made clear in two letters from
Thomas Tickell to Sir John Lowther. In August 1680, while the pier was being
extended, he wrote that masons found the best stones near Tom Herd rock, to
seaward of the pier, but could find few ashlars "in the brow behind the pans and
smithies when the tide is in". On 18 January 1674/5, Tickell drew a sketch showing
three pans on the pier and six more just northwest of it (Fig. 2a). 43 The function of
each set of pans was not shown but, as tides regularly reached high up the harbour
wall, there was probably no place near spring-tide level where "sleech" accumulation
hollows could be made, unlike normal flat beaches. As the six pans must have been
at a lower level than the harbour wall, they were probably intended for sea-water
accumulation and storage, so that it could be pumped up to the evaporating pans as
needed. The ready availability of coal would tend to offset any disadvantages from
using weak brine.
The salt pans must have been repaired for, despite Lowther's concern over the
former tenancy problems, Thomas Wilkinson was still working the pans in 1675.
Colliery accounts for the Three Quarter Band pit exist for a year from 3 April 1675
to 6 April 1676. 44 Each week they record the number of days worked, coal output,
the tonnages supplied to ships, 45 local sales, amounts sent to the pans and also the
names of pan tenants. Up to 15 September, only Thomas Wilkinson is named as
tenant. For the next three weeks he appears alongside "Gibson and Lankester".
From 13 October to the end of 1675 only the last name appears and after that no
name was given. In the whole period the pit worked for 46 weeks, of which at least
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36 weeks were of six days, with output at about six tons a day and a total of 1,444
tons. Output ceased, from 25 November to 12 January, while a gang of "sinkers"
were being paid probably to extend the mine. Up to 15 September 1675, 413.5 tons
(48.25 per cent) were supplied to Wilkinson's pans, 435.375 tons (50.81 per cent)
went to ships and 8 tons (under 1 per cent) were local sales, almost all to Mrs
Johnson at the Flatt. Clearly, the sales from the Three Quarter Band pit to the pans
were almost as important as the sea trade.
Another account for this and other pits including the Drift, runs from 1 August
1675. 46 It confirms the tenancy change and shows that it was achieved by two sets of
salters working separate pans simultaneously. Thomas Wilkinson was last named on
22 September. The next week, 12s. was paid for coal transport for "18 tonnes to
gibsons Panns & 6 last week" at 6d. a ton, and 12 1 /2 tons were sent "to the owther
Pan". On 6 October, 14 tons were sent "to the Pans of Gibson"; and a further "5 1 /2
to gibson Pannes" was supplied from the Drift pit. Reasons for Wilkinson ending his
tenancy are not stated, but the coal tonnages quoted here can be checked against the
salt pan accounts which must now be discussed.

The Whitehaven Salt Accounts, 1675
The salt pan accounts were drawn up weekly on Wednesdays from 22 September
1675 to 15 November 1676 (with one gap) followed by two brief accounts for the
final three months to 17 February 1676/7. 47 They offer a rare chance to study details
of the finances and operation of a salt pan at a difficult time in their history. The
accounts are in clear handwriting with costs on the left page and income on the
right. Both were totalled weekly and summarized at the bottom of each page. The
first three months make a good model to examine production. The weekly number
of salt draughts and the output in bushels were stated as a fraction. In all weeks of
six working days, six draughts each of 15 bushels were recorded. This matches
Brownrigg's lower figure but may not necessarily indicate similar sized pans (15 x
12 ft). The pans on Rowland Jackson's 1631 sketch (see Appendix) were labelled as
"8 brode [by] 9 feet long", only 40 per cent of Brownrigg's pan area. If it is argued
that the proposed pan size was changed or the original pans were enlarged, leaving
no written evidence, the inventory of Bransty salt pans in 1703 should be noted. 48 It
was made when Sir John Lowther gave up his 21 year lease of 1682. Both pans were
9 1 /2 feet square, the new one 12 ins and the old one 15 ins deep, and would hold
roughly 580 and 700 gallons of brine respectively. The three Whitehaven pier pans
may well have been similar.
Most expenditure was on wages, coal and its transport. In all but one of the
fourteen weeks to 22 December, two men worked six-days a week at 8d. a day
each. 49 In each of eleven weeks, eighteen tons of coal were used to make six draughts
of salt. In the first week, to 22 September, only two draughts of salt were made,
using six tons of coal. For two days wages, two men had 3s. 4d. (10d. a day each),
probably to make the first salt. They also had 5s. 4d. for four days at 8d. each,
probably to prepare the pans for production from a cold start. The first 6 tons of
coal were followed by a sequence of 18, 14 (plus 5 1 /2 from the Drift) and then 18
tons every week till 22 December when 16 tons were bought, all at 22d. a ton.50
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Accounts for the Three Quarter Band colliery show an identical sequence being sent
to "Lankester" and, by association, to his partner Gibson. 51 As the tonnages to 5
April 1676 are identical in both accounts, all the pan coal, except 5 1 /2 tons from the
Drift, came from the Three Quarter Band pit (Fig. 3a). It was worked by four
haggers (hewers), three trailers (drawers), two winders and a bankman, paid 8'/2d.,
7 1 /2d., 6d. and 7d. a day respectively. 52 Coal transport from pit to pan was always 6d.
a ton. Including the Drift consignment, by the end of 1675, 246 tons had been used
since September. 53
Weekly petty expenses usually included 2d. for an unstated number of eggs to
clear the brine and often 2d. for "Bloud" for the same purpose. In most weeks 1 s.
was paid for "Blowers" or iron damper plates to control furnace draught and
sometimes men were paid for "casting blowers". Nails cost between 1 d. and 1s., and
sometimes 4d. was spent on candles. Purchases for maintenance in the first three
months included 10d. for a lock, 2d. for a pump "spier" (a valve rod), a staple (3d.),
a paddle (10d.) and a "clapp" for a pump (probably a washer for a one-way valve) .
Wages for repairs included 8s. on 27 October to "Joseph Roger ... for 2 paire doore
cheeks and for mending Rich Dixson Smythy" and 3s. on 17 November to Knipe
"for 3 days making the dooer". In December "Iron worke as by Richard Dixsons
Bill" cost 7s. 3d., and William Burton had 3s. 6d. for mending the pump. By
comparison to the cost of coal and transport these were indeed petty expenses.
A weekly salt output of six draughts (90 bushels) was interrupted only in the 8th
and 12th weeks ending 10 November and 8 December (Fig. 3b), by "Crustening",
called "patlin the pan" at Netherhall.54 It involved hacking accumulated calcareous
"stony scratch" from the pan bottom and sides. Each time the output was cut by 15
bushels, so probably took two men one day. The interval between "crustenings" was
similar to Netherhall, but much longer than the eight or ten days noted by
Brownrigg."
If 18 tons of coal evaporated 90 bushels of salt, the production ratio at
Whitehaven was five bushels per ton of coal. Brownrigg stated that, at Newcastle, a
ton of salt could be made with three chaldrons of small pit coal, and Oliver Wood
notes that a chaldron of 36 bushels weighed 53 cwts. 56 The tonnage ratio of coal to
salt was therefore about 7.95 to 1. If a similar ratio applied at Whitehaven then five
bushels of salt would weigh about 2.5 cwt or 56 lbs a bushel, as though the weight
formalised by the 1696 Act merely reflected established practice. This seems to be
supported by Tickell's 1669 claim that local salt cost 9s. 6d. a cwt (4s. 9d. for 56
lbs). By 1696 competition could have cut the latter price by 5d., but the size of
bushels will be discussed again shortly.
Without the burden of government duty, Whitehaven salt pan prices in 1675 were
11d. a bushel for "Sea sale" to shippers and 12d. for local "Contrey" sales,
compared to about 7d. a bushel for Cheshire salt at Frodsham. The regularity of
prices, salt output and coal tonnages gives an impression of a well ordered industry,
although it could be argued that this might reflect a lack of attention to careful
measurement and competitive pricing. Salt sales began in week four and, by 22
December (week 14), totalled 474 bushels of "sea" and 62 bushels of "country"
sales, or 88'/2 and 11'/2 per cent of output respectively. These figures challenge Dr J.
V. Beckett's view that the absence of port books suggests the reverse. Except for two
days making two draughts of salt, with 6'/2 tons of coal in early January, salt making
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ceased from 22 December to 2 Februarys' Colliery accounts show that the Three
Quarter Band produced no coal between 25 November and 26 January, because the
workings were being extended. 58 Thus exhaustion of the mine's stockpile of coal may
have forced suspension of salt making but, as no coal was bought from other pits, a
second cause must be considered.
The salt accounts show a change of tenant after the completion of a contract and
that stocktaking occurred on 2 February 1675/6. We are informed that "Lankestr
and Gibson dewering the time of there contrack hath had coals 246" tons, the same
as the total coal in the accounts to that date. This confirms that the men began a
new contract in mid-September and that the account shows all of their work. They
used "6 Tonns coals above allowance", almost equal to the coal bought from the
Drift in the first week of October. This suggests that the contract required them to
use 240 tons from the Three Quarter Band mine, whose output in the same period
was 353 1 /2 tons. Ships had 80 tons and 33 more went to Wilkinson's salt pan before
he gave up, so that all the pit's output is accounted for, Lancaster and Gibson taking
almost 68 per cent and ships 22.6 per cent.
As the two salters were only half-a-ton short of their contracted coal allocation by
22 December, it is not clear why the pans were started up again for just two days in
January, since the accounts record that there were already 624 bushels of "old salt
resting", unsold in the store. We are told that the two men "dewering there
contrackt hath made 80 drafts . . . [which] is 1200 Bushell" of salt. This matches
weekly output figures and confirms the mid-September start. The accountant noted
that "Mony came to my hands for 950'/2 B[ushels]". This comprised 518'/2 bushels
of sea sales, 62 of local sales, 10 more given to Lowther Hall on 1 December and
360, worth £16 10s., "sea sale by Barter for 42 Barrel! herings". 59 Thus "Lankester
& Gibson ... [were] accountable for 249'/2 at 11 d." worth £ 11 8s. 8'/2d. 60 Table 1
summarises the main items of income and expenditure for the contract period.
The figures show that coal accounted for over 40 per cent of expenses while sales

TABLE 1:
Summary Account for Whitehaven Saltpans, Sept. 1675 Jan. 1676.
-

% of
Total

Debits

£

s

d

5

15

4

Local salt 62 b. @ 12d

22

11

0

£

s

d

% of
Total

3

2

0

5.6

Sea Salt 518'/2 b. @ 11 d

23

15

16 10

Credit

10.5

Wages for two men

41.1

Coal 246 t. @ 22d

11.2

Transport 246 @ 6d

6

3

0

42 Bar'l Herrings = 360 b.

6.4

Cost of repairs/nails/etc

3

10

1

Lowther Hall 10 b. gift

1.7

Eggs/blood/blowers/etc

0

18

9

Salt unsold 249 1 /2 @ l ld

15

17

10

54

16

0

29.0
99.9

Profit to owner
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3 1 /2

43.4

0

30.1
0.0

0

0

0

11

8

8 1 /2

20.9

0

100

54 16

FIG. 4. Whitehaven Pier salt pan weekly income and expenditure, September 1675 to February 1676/7.

The cumulative profit and loss graph shows only two short periods without deficit and that two-pan
working created a deficit from which the operation did not recover. (CROC, D/Lons/W3/64).
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of salt to ships were 73'/2 per cent of confirmed sales compared with local trade
below 6 per cent. Unsold salt was a major problem, valued at 21 per cent of
expected income. If it all went to sea sales, as indicated by its price, exports were an
overwhelming 94 per cent, while the pan owner's profit would have been over 40 per
cent of total expenses. At 5 per cent return on capital, this could have justified a
£300 investment in the pans. Thus the pans were potentially profitable but the
unsold salt cut actual profit to 11.5 per cent (£4 9s. 1'/2d.), justifying about £90
capital outlay.
In fact Fig. 4 shows a perpetual trading deficit until the largest single credit for
the bartered herrings was received. Apparently the contract made the workmen
liable for financial loss caused by the unsold "dead commodity", even though they
were just employees paid by the day and tied to their employer for all coal supplies.
Thus, after three months work, they owed roughly twice as much as they had
earned. If the contract let them sell salt to customers directly and to settle up at the
end of the period, there are no signs that the money was received either from the
salters or customers. No fault is apparent in the accounts and, given Tickell's
vigilant supervision of estate affairs, fraud seems unlikely. If bulk salt was measured
inexactly, as were coal tonnages (see note 50), the only clue seems to be that fifteen
bushels every working day was more convenient than precise. If errors were
suspected, a steelyard or bushel measure should have cured them. Even without
such problems it would appear that Tickell's judgement of market conditions was
not over-pessimistic and that economic competition from Cheshire was stifling an
otherwise viable trade.

Salt Making in 1676
On 9 February 1675/6, 5s. 4d. was paid "for Gillet [and] his partner mesuering
Gibsons salt", probably still unsold. Despite this, saltmaking had begun a few days
before and yielded four draughts. The pay for labouring and maintenance work was
8d. a day, but the salters received 10s. for six draughts or 10d. a day each for two
men. They lost 2d. a week each when output fell to five draughts through
"crustening", no doubt because they were given labourer's pay for one day on that
work. They were not contractors, probably because they knew about the problems of
unsold salt. Their names were noted only for a short spell in spring, when two new
salters replaced an earlier pair and all four men were at work during the transition,
as in the previous September. To make this clear the detail summarized in Table 2
needs discussion.
In March-April, "crustening" occurred in three weeks out of four because two
pans were working simultaneously. Robert Bradly helped the salters with the work
and was often employed for up to two days a week on maintenance, such as
mending hearths and "casting blowers", but more often it was just "work". On 22
March two unnamed salters were paid for six days. Two more named Emerson and
Orbern spent three days mending hearths and "crustening" but made only one draft
for 1s. 8d., as if they had started production from cold. The next week this pair
earned 10s. for six draughts. The others, Gibson and "Boridall", made only three
draughts and seem to have spent the last three days mending the hearth with Bradly
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TABLE 2:
Extracts from the salt accounts, 1676.
Date

Names

15 Mar

No names

5?

"Wages 5 dz" (drafts)

Bradly

1?

"for helping crustening"

22 Mar

Days

6?

"wages 6 dz" (drafts)

3

mending hearth & crustening 4s. Od.

ditto
Gibson & Boridall

12 Apr

"and for 1 draft"

1 s. 8d.

4

"work"

2s. 4d.

7

"casting ye Blower"

ls. 2d.

3?

"wages" [3 drafts]

9s. Od.

6?

"wages" [6 drafts]

10s. Od.

Bradly

3

"Making ye berth"

Is. 7d.

Gibson & Borodall

5?

"for 5 drafts" (crustening)

Emerson & Orbern

6?

"wages for 6 drafts"

lOs. Od.

Rob [ert] Bradly

3?

"casting blowers"

1 s. 10d.

1

"mending ye hearth"

?

"mending ye herth"

2x6?

"wages for 12 drafts"

ditto
No names

5

10s. Od.

Emerson & Orbern

Wm Hodson (mason)

Drafts

6d.

Emerson & Orbern
ditto

5 Apr

Pay
9s.8d.

No names

Bradly
29 Mar

Job

7

9

9s. 8d.
11

7d.
7s. Od.
20s. Od.

12

Note: After this no more salters are named and production returned to no more than six drafts.

and William Hodson, a mason who was paid the next week. Borrowdale had
probably replaced Lancaster as Gibson's partner.
In the next week Emerson and Orbern again made six draughts while Gibson and
Borrowdale made five, probably because they spent the first day with Bradly and
Hodson finishing the hearth. The next week both pairs had a full week making
twelve draughts but output then declined to no more than six draughts a week,
which suggests that work continued for only one pair. As Emerson and Orbern are
noted later in compatible contexts, they probably replaced Gibson and Borrowdale
in much the same way as Lancaster and Gibson took over from Thomas Wilkinson.
As the chimney and roof of one of the original pans collapsed in March 1669, and
the other two were repaired to some extent, presumably these two were still working
in 1675. Each was rested in turn about three weeks after new tenants began to work
the idle pan. Thus efficient working of one pan at a time was encouraged, while the
lower output reduced potential losses from rock salt competition.
The accounts show a common pattern of three weeks full production followed by
a week in which time was lost for crustening or repairs.' Thus out of forty weeks
production there were just three when output was only three drafts. They resulted
from major repairs when "3 Legg dayes and 3 draughts Salt" were noted on 6
September and when "3 Legg dayes mendinge the house" were noted on 4
October." Only three days production were possible in the last week's work which
will be studied later. Two weeks with four drafts resulted from starting up and
"crustening". In six of the eight weeks when five drafts were made, crustening was
actually recorded (Fig. 3b). In 24 (60%) of the weeks, six drafts were made.
Compared to the 12 April output, this suggests that normal output throughout the
period was at no more than half-capacity.
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A peak of sales in early March may have encouraged the use of two pans. "Je
Quale of Mans" bought 59 bushels, "a Manse man" had 21, and Patrick Celby paid
for 183 bushels, bringing salt making into accumulated profit for only the second
time (Fig. 4). Afterwards it was always in deficit despite some further sale peaks, and
it seems clear that two-pan working plunged cash flow into a deficit from which it
could not recover. If hopes of a favourable summer sailing season fostered trade
optimism, it was doomed because the sales exceeded output in only eleven weeks
and were usually much less (Fig. 4). The Cheshire competitors would also benefit
from better sailing conditions.
As weekly output was noted only in draughts, Fig. 3b assumes that they were
usually 15 bushels as in 1675. This gains support from seven dates, between August
and October, when eight draughts were paid for as if bought in job lots as they were
made. Six of these were of 15 bushels, one was 14 and only one was 12 bushels. If a
quarter of the 1675 draughts were similarly under 15 bushels, but not accurately
recorded for whatever reason, about 3 1 /2 per cent of the reported unsold salt could
be attributed to never having been produced, despite the lack of other evidence.
While salt output was fairly steady, sales fluctuated greatly (Figs 3b, 3c) and
prices were forced down. Monthly totals in Fig. 1 a show falling prices. Only one
country sale at 12d. occurred after May 1676 and, from October 1675 to October
1676, there was a drop in lld. sales. From March 1676 sales at 10d. started to
dominate but, from June, sales below 10d. increased particularly for large orders.
The figures perhaps reflect an increase in bargaining and even local people
benefited. For example on 14 June, "Hodson the Glaisier" bought 3 bushels at 10d.
and, on 28th a local innkeeper Henry Tubman bought 5 1 /2 bushels for 9.8d. each.
On 17 May, Thomas Tickell himself bought 6 bushels at 11d. but, by 20 September
had 15 bushels at 1Od. each. Clearly the simple pricing structure of autumn 1675
had gone. On 8 March Patrick Celby's 183 bushels were bought at "10 1 /2 and 1 /2
furding" (10.625d.) probably beaten down from lld. Many other deals had the
pence of the total abated. Barter is also evident, the clearest entry on 26 April 1676,
noting 23s. paid "By the Isabell of Donahadee In Consideration for taking 40 Tons
Claye Coals, 28 Bushell for Portage at 10d., abat[ed] 4d.".
Some deals were for barrels of salt. The quantity per barrel was stated on 26 April
when Benjamin Benn paid J2 9s. "for 9 Barr[els which] is 54 [bushels] at 11 d., abt
6d.". Therefore a barrel held six bushels, as when Jo Crosted had "1 1 /2 Barr"' noted
as 9 bushels on 11 October; and Rowland Fisher had the same on 15 November. On
9 August James Millum, a Whitehaven merchant, paid J4 13s. 4d. for "20 Br [at]
4s. 8d." so paid 9.33d. a bushel.
Other deals suggest the size of bushels. For example on 9 August, Benjamin Benn
paid 22s. for "4 Barr 5 p[ecks at] 10d [a bushel] abat 1 d", so he bought 26 1 /2
bushels. 63 Four barrels each of six bushels left 2 1 /2 bushels for the 5 pecks, so that a
peck was half a bushel, not a quarter. Confirmation of two pecks to the bushel was
recorded on 11 October, when Rowland Fisher bought "7 Barr 7 p[ecks] ab 2d.",
entered as 45 1 /2 bushels worth 37s. 9d., an initial price of 8.33d. a bushel. Also, on
15 November, "3 pecks at 10d" a bushel were sold for 1 s. 3d. and were put in the
quantity column as 1 1 /2 bushels. The entries suggest either four-gallon bushels of two
pecks each or two four-gallon pecks per bushel. The one entry which casts light on
the problem requires interpretation.
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A large salt sale to James Thompson was recorded on 21 June, when he paid
L9 10s. "for 200 Bush @ 120 C & for 2 Barr viz. one Barr allowed [at] 40 the
hundred & the owther Barr he owes for". It was recorded as 252 bushels (equal to
9.048d. a bushel). The comment clearly needed explanation at the time, as Thomas
Tickell added a memorandum: "120 old bushells ut supra is 240 Winchester
bushells and the 2 barrells old measure 6 bushells is 12 Winchesters & is in all ut
supra 252 bushels Winchester". As the price per bushel is compatible with other
calculated values, it seems that all the other deals were in Winchester bushels. If the
beginning of the account entry is interpreted as 200 bushels at 120 (bushels per
hundred), then 240 bushels were actually implied." The remaining volume in two
barrels, each of six Winchester bushels, brought the total to 252. This seems to
confirm that Winchester bushels were used and implies two four-gallon pecks per
bushel. As the entry contains evidence of mixed units, the reference to "old
bushells" and "old measure" must be discussed.
The first nine words of Tickell's note, taken literally, indicate that an "old
bushel" was twice the volume of a Winchester bushel, but his words do not translate
the beginning of the account entry properly. It is fortuitous that his arithmetic gives
the correct answer. Also, by "old measure", he suggests that the two barrels totalled
six bushels, so used units twice as large as Winchester volumes. The account's
statement about the first barrel supports this suggestion. It was "allowed [at] 40 the
hundred". Allowing 120 items per 100, gave a customer some insurance against
errors, short measure and loss in handling or transit. Therefore, it is sensible that
products in larger packaging units would be allowed at a lower number per 100 to
reach the desired par value. Hence, 40 to the 100 suggests that barrels contained
three "old bushels" each in an arrangement based on 120 to the 100. It is not clear
why part of the deal was in "old" and part in Winchester measure. The "owther Barr
he owes for" introduces an element of doubt only with regard to the price per
bushel. If it did not contribute to the sum received, the price per bushel would be
9.27d., but was still compatible with the values of bushels calculated earlier.
Unlike salt output, coal purchases were less regular than before. Amounts varied
from 8 tons in a six-draught week (26 July), to 20 tons in three-draught weeks (6
September and 4 October). The pan's stockpiles must have been used more flexibly
than during the 1675 contract, which probably specified the weekly tonnage to be
supplied. Other reasons might include variations in colliery working, or in estimates
of prospective salt sales. The mean amount bought was 17.97 tons a week, the mode
was 18 and the standard deviation 6.0. 65 In just over half of the weeks, they bought
between 15 and 21 tons of coal. On 22 March, coal buying rose sharply to 25 tons,
then 33, 38 1 /2 and 33'/2 tons in successive weeks when a change of tenants led briefly
to two-pan working. In the forty weeks 773 tons of coal were bought, but often the
source was not stated. Until 5 April, all the coal (189 tons) was from the Three
Quarter Band. 66 After that the salt accounts note twelve batches totalling 137'/2 tons
"from 3 Qr", ten lots (96 tons) from the Drift and, on 30 August, 8'/2 tons from
High Grove and 16 1 /2 tons from Low Grove. Buying so much coal from other
sources might suggest that the attempt to extend the Three Quarter Band pit in
1675 was not entirely successful. On 4 October 1676 the price of coal rose by 6d. to
28d. a ton.
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Closure of the Pier Pans
Some account entries refer to closing the pans. In the week ended Wednesday 8
November 1676, the salters were paid for only three days, while another 1 s. was
paid to "Emerson Atending 3 d[ays] after the panns seased to [make] sea salt". This
suggests that normal work ended on the previous Saturday but, as 9 1 /2 tons of coal
came "from 3 Qr" and 4 tons from the Drift, the closure was probably not expected.
This is confirmed by an entry dated 15 November, when 9s. 7d. was paid to "4 men
4 d[ays] for bearing away a great quantity [of] Rubig falling from the Rocks against
the farr Pann". A cliff fall from "the Brow", immediately south-west of the pier and
pans, could easily disable the seawater collecting pans beyond the pier and stop salt
production. Such falls must have been fairly common as, on 2 February 1682/3,
Tickell told Sir John Lowther that the shore from the pier to "Tom herd [rock]" is
never free either from the many slipps of quarries from the hill or from our covetous
inhabitants [who], to get coales, frequently break ... [into] the small seam of coales
there" causing the cliff to collapse.
Even before the rock fall, the pans may have been in poor structural condition
after makeshift repairs when the chimney and roof collapsed in 1669. In view of the
depressed salt prices, the rock fall was almost the last straw in the struggle to keep
the pans working. Initial reaction was probably positive for, in the next three weeks,
38 tons of coal were bought "from 3 Qr". As only 5 cwts were bought in December,
perhaps by then they saw little hope for reviving the pans.
To clear the stocks of salt, on 15 November, 2s. 6d. was paid "for Orbern
Atending the Sale of the Salte 6 weeks dewering the time the Panns seased". This
was equivalent to one day a week, but it took longer than that. From 15 November
several entries of "mony res [eiv] ed of Orbern for salt at several prises" totalled
J5 6s. for 132 bushels in ten lots at 9s. 6d. a bushel. Four more payments directly
from merchants were worth L 1 14s. 1 1 /2d. for 42 bushels at 9.75d. The last receipt
of money through Orbern, for 17 bushels on 17 February 1676/7, is especially
important for it states that it was "in full for clearing of the Granary". This raises a
problem because if, as noted above, the majority of drafts were of 15 bushels, there
was a shortfall of sales compared to output. From early February 226 draughts were
recorded which might total about 3,390 bushels, but only 2,655 bushels were sold
and 6 1 /2 bushels were given away as fish pickle. The deficit of 728.5 bushels was
about 21.49 per cent of estimated output compared to 20.79 per cent for the 1675
work (249'/2 bushels unsold out of 1,200). Surely that can not be attributed only to
poor measurement of bulk salt. The mean deficit per week of actual output came to
17.768 bushels compared to 17.821 for the earlier period. The similarities seem to
point to a systematic problem but there is no internal evidence to help solve the
difficulty. If the unsold salt from the 1675 contract had been left in the salt
"granary" this deficit problem was even worse.
In the 1675 contract, 1,200 bushels of salt were said to have been made by 246
tons of coal, a conversion ratio of 4.88 bushels per ton. At the same rate, since
February 1676, the 773.25 tons of coal at Whitehaven should have made about
3,773 bushels of salt. Therefore even a 3,390 bushels total would have been about
ten per cent less efficient than for the previous period, 68 while the production ratio
fell to 4.38 bushels per ton. Perhaps the ageing pans were less effective.
Alternatively, as only 42 per cent of the coal is known to have come from the Three
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Quarter Band and at least 15.6 per cent came from other sources, especially the
Drift, it may be possible that poorer quality coal from the latter pit reduced pan
efficiency. Again no internal evidence has been found to confirm this idea, or
whether one pair of men was better than another.
Later events
After the cliff fall in mid-November 1676 the pans were repaired, but part of the site
was soon rented to merchants, depriving the salters of their use. By Christmas the
"Salters Chamber" was let to James Millum for £ 1 a year. William Atkinson paid
rent on "An old salt garner" on 27 January. 69 Tickell's comment about salt being a
"dead commodity" suggests that it would be difficult to find tenant salters. This is
confirmed in his letter, of 3 March 1678/9, informing Lowther that the former
tenant Emerson, offered to work the pans but could offer no security to ensure
payment of rent. This would not have been tolerated in better circumstances. By 24
March, Tickell had "set the pan at worke with Emerson. The old stores of salt being
gone, he shall trye a litle time and may then lye her downe till salt sell better". 70 It is
not clear how long the temporary arrangement lasted but, on 19 August 1680,
Tickell wrote about masons extending Whitehaven pier. They asked for better access
to the work, so he "allowed them to pull downe a toofall [lean-to] on the west side
of the Garner at the W. end of the Key [quay], to be a cartway to bring carriages
along the old Key in tide time to throw downe stones &c upon the new peer, but
they had rather have pulled downe the pan house which I could not grant".
The buildings were probably neglected since, by 30 January 1681/2 Tickell had
been to see the two pans at Bransty. He found the old pan there had no fittings, just
"an old iron pan in an ill ruined house without Bulwarke, roofe and a great part of
the walls". The other pan was also old without "chaine, Roofe, pumps &c". At best
he thought that if they could "make one good goeing pan for about £30 out of them
both it ... may accommodate the towne ... for some yeares ... Nor will yr owne
pan be mended ... without the charge of £20 at the least, it being so long since we
had any new plates". He asked Sir John to inspect both sites before making a
decision. Since Lowther's lease of Bransty pans is dated 12 January 1681/2, he must
already have made his decision privately, or allowed the lease to be back-dated. This
suggests that the Whitehaven pans were almost certainly derelict. Their coup de grace
was not long delayed.
On 19 January 1685/6, Tickell informed Sir John that the previous Saturday
(16th), a very high tide had washed away "both our towne bridges" over Pow beck
in the market place 71 and "washed" some houses. A strong south-east wind had
prevented worse flooding but was so severe that "the great chimney in the old pan
on the west end of the peer crashed downe & with it the timber & roofe of the pan &
forehouse &c. I have men at work to bear out the stones & perforce the wood that is
good but will not repaire it without yr order". He proposed that it could "be very
well re-edified with one story higher at the least to make storehouses with lofts &c".
On 2 February, the agent wrote that there had been "a very great fall of the quarries
... on this side [of] Tom Herd" and proposed to use the stone for the storehouses.
On 10th, Sir John insisted that the fallen rock was to protect the new pier from
storm waves and the storehouses were to be behind Tom Jackson's house in the eye
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of the harbour. He thought he could not afford such buildings as the old pans'
advantageous position deserved.
Although some buildings on the site of the pans appear on Andrew Pellin's 1699
plan of the town (Fig. 2) and Mattias Read's "Bird's Eye View of Whitehaven,
1738", 72 they would be redevelopments. The sea water collecting tanks were not
shown on Edmund Dummer's plan of the harbour in 1693, 73 when a gun battery
was proposed to be set on a jetty passing right through where they had stood.
Without them the pans could not operate. From 1693, all comments about salt pans
in William Gilpin's letters to Sir John Lowther refer to the Bransty pans which, until
23 October 1696, were sublet to Captain Richard Senhouse of Tangier House,
Whitehaven. He failed to make a profit from them. 74 As the pier pan materials were
kept for re-use after the 1686 collapse, few traces survive.
Conclusions
Until the early 1980s, a room existed below the level of the pier surface with access
down a flight of stone steps. It was probably the "Salters' Chamber" noted above,
and had a window facing the sea. The room has since been filled in but the window
sill, jambs and lintel survive in the pier's seaward face and should justify an entry in
the Sites and Monuments Record as the last trace of a hitherto disregarded
Cumbrian salt pan which was of considerable local economic importance. The site is
very close to the newly built visitors' centre and could be threatened by the marina
development.
It cannot now be claimed that there is little evidence about the output and profit
of salt pans, despite the limited scope of this article, but there are many aspects of
salt making that still need clarification. For example it would be helpful to know
more about "old measure" sixteen-gallon bushels and the change to Winchester
measure. The change to 56 lb bushels is now clear and discussion has allowed
published mistakes to be corrected, but false gallons and pecks may continue to give
trouble, especially when documents do not give clear details of the units used. The
accounts show a shift from a formal, perhaps complacent pricing policy in 1675 to
persistently falling salt prices in 1676, as if that was when the real challenge from
Cheshire began to bite. Scattered references to prices indicate the decline. In 1632,
8s. 6d. a barrel suggests 1s. 5d. a bushel; in 1669, 9s. 10d. a quarter was 1s. 2 3 /4d. a
bushel. By 1675, prices were 12d. and 11d. a bushel, falling to 10d., 9d. and less in
1676. In 1679 Cheshire salt cost just 7d. a bushel on board ship. With such
competition the Whitehaven pier pans could not recover from the 1686 collapse and
Sir John Lowther also gave up the struggle at Bransty pans in 1703.
It is fortunate that some accounts have survived for such a vital stage in the
history of saltmaking and that Tickell's letters are so informative about competition,
calamities and other problems which affected not just the pier pans. The author
believes that this article raises as many questions as it answers, but that it will act as
a catalyst for other research in records which might further develop our knowledge
of saltmaking in Cumbria.
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APPENDIX
Rowland Jackson's Advice on Salt Pans c. 1631. (D/Lons/W/Whn/42)
Addressed to " ... Christofar Lowther Marchant at Dublin in Iroland at Mr Jacob
Newmans'S house these"
"Imp [rimi] s for the length of the house — 80 foote long, and sixtye foote broad. In
the one end of the house the warre house for bay salt 30 foote long — 20 foote
broade that enioyneing to the sesternes, the other for the white salt at the other end
— 30 foote long and 20 foote broad. For 6 pans three to be placed on the one side
and 3 on the other and a distance betweene the one three pannes as much as 12 foot
containes to & likewise for the other three for bends [? bins] to put the salt in.
And three sesternes the one above the other placed next to the bay salt house &
the upper sesterne to be sett w[it]h the bottome aboute 3 foote higher then the pans
so that if there should be any occasion for rayesing of the pans at any tyme and two
cockes one for 3 pans and so [for] the others.
And likewise there must be two poumps the one for the seawater placed for to pomp
into the middle sesterne of the 3 and be seuer [sure] that it be made long enough.
And for the other poump it must be placed for to poump the made lyquor after it
is lett downe fro [m] the middle sesterne to the lower & so to poump it from the
lower to the upper and likewise make it long enough:
For the wall of the house lett it be 12 foote high & the spaare c. 4 foote long &
ov[er] every pann a lo[u]ver hoale like to a douse house for steame to goe out at &
lay the slatt the dry w[it]hout any morter.
And for [iron] platte for your pans bottome lett them be not above 2 foote & a
halfe long or 3 at the most & 12 inc [h] es broad. 4 platts for bottome of every pann
to be extraoardinarye good & thicke if that you can possiblye [manage],
And for the s[ai]d platts lett them be 14 or 15 inc [h] es broad and good strong platts.
the Advise of Rowland Jackson"

"A Moddell of Salt panne for Whithaven". Marginal notes omitted from (Fig. 5b)
"The bushell they sell by is 10 gallons now sould at 20d p [er] bushell"
"the 4 pans will draw every 24 houers 20 bushels the panne"
"The graite to be 3 foot Square & the barr one Inche square and ly them lower
one quartr of an Inch one fro [m] the other: & 3 futte deep under the grait for ye
ashes to fall into: to be drawen forth at a vaelt [? vault]"
"p [er] the waight of ye watter you shall know what qua [n] tity of Salt of itselfe you
shall draw: & wt wh any quantity of french salt & what qua[n]tity of coal. This
Advise in writeing he will send p [er] the first [opportunity] "
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FIG. 5(a). Rowland Jackson's "Moddell of Salt panns for Whithaven", drawn c. 1631.

(Document's endorsement relocated for convenience).
Enlargement (x2) of Jackson's drawing of a long narrow building with pairs of brine storage tanks
at the ends and three pairs of pans along both sides. This does not entirely match his description.
As the pier was only 30 feet wide, its three panns were built on a much less grand scale.

FIG. 5(b). Jackson's labelled plan of the right hand end of his pan building (reduced to half size).

For clarity his marginal notes have been transcribed after his recommendations.
Source: CROC, D/Lons/W/ Whitehaven/42). Reproduced by courtesy of the Lowther Estate
Trustees with whom the copyright resides.
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Abbreviations
Brownrigg^Dr William Brownrigg, The Art of Making Salt (1748) .
CIHS^ Cumbria Industrial History Society.
CROC^Cumbria Record Office, Carlisle.
Ironbridge Report^P. Collins, W. Horton and M. Worthington,
An Archaeological Evaluation of ... the Crosscanonby
Saltpans, Cumbria. Ironbridge Institute Research Paper
no. 97 (1995) for Allerdale District Council. Copy at

CROC.
Martin^J. Martin, "Collected Notes on the Salt Industry of the .. .
Solway Coast", CIHS, Bulletin, January 1988, 3-8 (repr.
from Salt publ. by Colchester Archaeological Group
1974).
TAMS^Transactions of the Ancient Monuments Society, London.
Tickell Letters^CROC, D/Lons/W, correspondence between Sir John
Lowther and his agent Thomas Tickell, 1666-1692. Box
and letter numbers and/or dates identify items.
Notes and References
W. T. McIntire, "The Salt Pans of the Solway", CW2, xlii, 1-12.
In a test, six eggs weighed 390 grams and displaced 365 ccs when immersed in water. Their mean bulk
density was therefore 1.07 grm/cc, indicating the brine's minimum specific gravity.
3 The method is more fully described in several sources, which include William Brownrigg; John
Martin; the Ironbridge Report (see Abbreviations) and W. T. McIntire op.cit.
4 CROC, D/Lons/W/Whitehaven Town 13.
5 J. M. Todd, "Origins of the Port of Whitehaven ... ", CW2, lxxxi, 162-3.
6 CROC, D/Lons/W, Tickell letters, box 2 letter 415.
D. R. Hainsworth, Commercial papers of Sir Christopher Lowther, 1611-1644 Surtees Society, clxxxix
(1977), 12.
8 Ironbridge Report, 6.
9 Ironbridge Report, 36, 37, 42.
10 Despite their identification in the present author's article in CIHS, Bulletin (Nov. 1988), 9-13.
11 CROC, D/Lons/W3/64.
12 J. V. Beckett, Coal & Tobacco (Cambridge, 1981), 133.
13 CROC, D/Sen/2/2, salt pan accounts 1732-3 (box 69). Extracts included in the Ironbridge Report.
14 Attention was first drawn to the true identity of the pans at Crosscanonby by the present author in
CIHS, Bulletin (Nov. 1988), 11.; based on CROC, D/Lons/W, Surveys 15, plans by Andrew Pellin,
c. 1700, f. 22; "Allonby Bay".
'S
Brownrigg, passim.
16 The residue from evaporating seawater is about 35 parts per thousand, but it is extremely difficult to
achieve this owing to water combining with salts unless heated well above 100°C when some salts
break down and are lost with water. P. K. Weyl, Oceanography . . . ( Wiley, 1970), 97. In the
Ironbridge Report (p. 3), the nonsense value of "2 tons, 27cwt" per 100 tons of water would be more
sensibly expressed as 3.35 tons.
17 Brownrigg's description of using peat fuel to evaporate "sand salt" at Milnthorpe and Meathop
(Westmorland) is on pp. 135-7.
18 The solubility of sodium chloride hardly varies with heat. Unlike other salts which can be heated and
then crystallised by cooling, common salt must be fully evaporated.
19 In natural evaporation the least soluble salts are deposited first and the most soluble last. H. H. Read,
Rutley's Elements of Mineralogy (1960), 217, gives the deposition sequence as:
1. Calcium and magnesium carbonates (calcite and dolomite)
2
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2. Calcium sulphate (gypsum followed by anhydrite)
3. Sodium chloride (common salt or rock salt)
4. Bitterns:
a) Hydrated triple sulphate of potassium, magnesium and calcium (polyhalite)
b) Magnesium sulphate (Epsom salts followed by kieserite)
c) Hydrated chloride of potassium and magnesium (carnallite)
d) Potassium chloride (sylvite)
Note: "Stone scratch", incrusting the pan, would be largely formed of (1); "powder scratch" in the
scratch pans would be mainly (2); Bitterns were drained off as noted in the text.
so The Ironbridge Report (p. 3) appears to confuse the removal of the least soluble carbonate deposits
("stone scratch") in a process called "patling the pans", which was done every three or four weeks,
with the four-times-a-draught emptying of the corner scratch pans which trapped "earthy" or powder
scratch including gypsum (see note 19).
21 Brownrigg, 87. A yield of 2.5 % from a salt content of about 3.5 % in sea water (P. K. Weyl, op. cit.,
97) was over 70% of the possible yield. Brownrigg noted that severe drought might raise yield to 1 part
in 35, but heavy rain could cut it to 1 in 50.
22
Brownrigg, 60, 272, 274, 280. He also gives the weight of a bushel of salt as 84 lbs (pp. 208-9),
apparently measured in Troy weight, since in the same context he gives the weight of a cubic foot of
water as 76 lbs, rather than 62.231 lbs, and states that 21,177 lbs = 252 bushels and 9 pounds. (1 lb
Troy = 5,760 grains, 1 lb avoirdupois = 7,000 grains).
23 The volume of a Winchester bushel has varied slightly through time. See M. Finlay, "An Unrecorded
Half-bushel Measure from Kirkoswald", CW2, lxxxvi , 271-2. That half-bushel contained 1,096.9
cubic ins compared to official measures of 1,072.4 (1491) and 1,090.21 (1695). The O.E.D. notes the
Winchester bushel as 2,150.4 cubic ins. compared to 2,218.192 cubic ins. for the British Imperial
bushel established in 1826. The 1 atter held 8 gallons of distilled water weighing 80 lbs at maximum
density and one atmosphere pressure. Therefore a Winchester gallon of water was about 10 lbs x
2,150.4 = 2,218.192 = 9.694 lbs.
24
H. H. Read, Rutley's Elements of Mineralogy (1960), 216.
25
In a salt-sieving experiment, fragments too big to pass a 6.3 mm sieve were poured into a narrow
measuring cylinder of 28 mm diameter to make 100 cc. That salt weighed 96.29 grams, a bulk density
of 0.9629 grms/cc, compared to 1.00 for water. The contained air spaces were (as expected)
ridiculously large!
26

27

28
29

Specific gravity values have no units as they are compared to the value for distilled water (1.0). They
are best applied to homogeneous materials. Heterogeneous products, such as a salt/air mixture, are
better stated as bulk density (weight per unit volume). Water is 1 grm/cc or 10 lbs/imperial gall. The
author's own experiments straddled the Salt Union value.
a) A cylinder of Sainsbury's French "Coarse Crystal Sea Salt" contained 525 grams. With an
internal diameter of 6.3 cm, the salt was 14.5 cm deep when poured in loose and 13.0 cm when
compacted by vibration. The volumes were 452.00 and 405.24 ccs giving bulk densities of 1.16
and 1.29 grams/cc respectively.
b) A gallon of ordinary road salt with impurities weighed 12 lbs, equivalent to a bulk density of 1.2
grms/cc.
P. L. Capper and W. F. Cassie, The Mechanics of Engineering Soils (Spon, 1966), 27-30. One of the
present author's experiments was to grind rock salt down with a pestle and mortar, to pass a 6.3 mm
sieve. The weights and volumes of particles retained by sieves, of 5.0; 3.35; 2.36; 2.0; 1.18; 0.60 and
0.425 mm mesh plus fines, were obtained. The fractions yielded bulk densities varying from 1.05 to
1.16 grms/cc. However when the sample was remixed and vibrated, so that the small particles settled
in the voids, the bulk density reached 1.37 grms/cc. Thus a well-sorted granular substance is likely to
have lower bulk density than a sample of well-mixed varied sizes.
CROC, Q6/1, Epiphany 1698.
A further Act (10 & 11 William III [1699], cap. 22) attempted more "effectual charging of Duty upon
Rock Salt", admitting that the 120 lbs bushel generated an unfair disadvantage to white salt producers
because unpurified, crushed rock salt could be used to cure fish, meat etc. Thus, from 15 May 1699, it
set a new "75 lbs Weight of Rock Salt deemed a Winchester Bushel", as if Parliament failed to learn from
the earlier mistake. The tax was rebated to those who then refined the rock salt and paid the 56 lbs
bushel rate of tax instead.
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Martin, 7; Ironbridge Report, 6. Martin wrongly stated that the 1696 Act took effect from 20 January
1698. The Act itself stated 17 May 1696, while the 1697 Act took effect from 25 March 1698.
In 87 weeks, 49 work out exactly to 37.000d. while the average calculator remainder error was only
0.002d.
If assessed in the manner of Value Added Tax; not 71.75% of the gross sale price as stated by Martin
(P. 5).

33

Lease of Bransty Scarrs and salt pans for 21 years at £5 per year. (CROC, D/Lec, box 17/115). Sir
John Lowther was not working Bransty pans in the 1660s as suggested by J. V. Beckett (p. 134) They
and Bransty colliery were a part of Cockermouth Castle estate and were in the hands of George
Johnson from 1 April 1663 when he was admitted as customary tenant of Flatt. At his death late in
1666 they passed to his widow Katherine. In June 1668, the Earl of Northumberland granted Sir John
a lease to mine coal at Bransty. Lowther wanted to sink a shaft to "the Pan coal worked by Mrs
Johnson", but if she or Mrs Radcliffe felt prejudiced by it, Lowther would buy her lease of the pans or
her tenement (Flatt) for more than they were worth. This led to dispute over the coal extraction.
(Tickell letters box 1: nos. 47, 52, 44 and 45). By her will, dated 6 September 1675 (proved 26
October), Mrs Johnson left equal shares in her two salt pans and colliery to her daughters Katherine
Kite and Elizabeth Bigland. Their pans seem to have been neglected until, during storms in January
1679/80, "Bransty pans . . . [were] made more ruinous" and the Moresby pans were also damaged.
(D/Lons/W, unlisted harbour papers, Tickell letter 3; 50: Archdeaconry of Richmond wills, Lancs.
R. O., Preston; and B. Tyson, TAMS 28 (1984), 90.
34
CROC, D/Lons/W/Whn Town/5; Statement of 10 September 1679 by William Stockdale, aged 72.
He had known Whitehaven for about 60 years, described the old (Elizabethan) pier and said that Sir
John Lowther (of Lowther) "about 49 yeares since . . . laide . . . foundations of a new peere at
Whitehaven" and described how it was built. Full quotation in B. Tyson, "Some Harbour Works in
West Cumberland before 1710", TAMS, 29 (1985), 175.
35
CROC, D/Lons/W, Foreshore Papers. Grant dated 10 November 17 Car. II (1665).
36
D. R. Hainsworth, op. cit, , 13, 16, 58, 61, 63, 107, 187. (see note 7).
NOT Rowland Farkson as noted by J. Martin (p. 6). The date is said to be 1631, but this has not been
found on the document (D/Lons/W/Whitehaven 42). While Lowther worked at Dublin, in the 1630s,
Jackson was his partner at Belfast. (Hainsworth, op. cit., 1, 17, 60, 131, 136).
38
Hainsworth, op.cit., 13, 16, 58, 61, 63, 107, 187, 214-6.
39
J. V. Beckett, op. cit., 134.
40 CROC, D/Lons/W/1/8, pp. 129-30.
41
Thomas Wilkinson leased the salt pans for 3 years from November 1661. (CROC, D/Lons/W1/31
p. 91).
42
Tickell letters, box 1; 60 and 61.
43
Tickell letters, box 3; 92: box 1, 218.
44
CROC, D/Lons/W7/1/51.
45
Ships and their captains are named till the end of July 1675.
46 CROC, D/Lons/W7/1/48.
47 CROC, D/Lons/W3/64.
4s
B. Tyson, "An Inventory of Bransty Salt-pan in 1703", CIHS Bulletin, (Sept. 1989), 10: quoting
CROC, D/Lons/W, "Sir John Lowther's Commonplace Book", p. 35.
49
Brownrigg (p. 130) stated that a salt boiler and his assistant could tend four pans and all the outside
work. The boiler was paid 18d. per quarter ton (8d. to prepare the brine and 10d. to boil the salt.
From this the boiler paid the assistant.
5o
Thomas Tickell had raised the price from 21d. on 5 May 1675. The accounts show that a ton of coal
comprised eight corves, burthens (br) or loads of coal. The calculations of William Gilpin (Tickell's
successor from 1693), show that collieries used different tons. (CROC, D/Lons/W7/1/51, 1-4). For
"getting" coal, a ton comprised 256 gallons (32 per corve) while, to sell coal, a 200 gallon ton (25 per
corve) was used. In Tickell's time, these tons were respectively 264 and 192 gallons, which gave the
owner more profit. In the 1690s, to encourage trade at Parton, Mr Lamplugh sold at 208 gallons per
ton. Gilpin's studies of corves at Howgill, Greenbank and Lattra pits found eight-corve tons of 257,
233 and 181 gallons respectively. In 1698 Howgill corves contained 37 gallons (296 galls per ton).
Gilpin's calculations were more complex than this summary.
51
CROC, D/Lons/W7/1/51.
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52

CROC, D/Lons/W7/1/48. In the quarter ending 30 June 1675 the Three Quarter Band pit produced
444 tons of coal, sold to the count ry at 2s. a ton, so the pans had a discount of 2d. Coal for shipping at
3s. a ton, probably included transport to the quay, loading and harbour dues, so would be a "free-onboard" price. That quarter the colliery made a profit of £21 16s. 0 1 /2d. (11.785d. a ton). Oliver Wood,
West Cumberland Coal, 1600-1983 CWAAS, Extra Series, xxiv (1988), 8.
53 For comparison, in 1732-3 the Netherhall pan coal cost Is. a ton at the pit, suggesting that it was of
poorer quality than Three Quarter Band coal. Cartage from Joseph Christopherson's pit at Dearham 2
miles away also cost is. a ton. (CROC, D/Sen2/2). The Netherhall estate had no coal. (J. V. Beckett,
136)
54 A pattle was a small spade with a long handle used in farming to scrape earth clods from a plough.
(O. E. D.)

55 At Netherhall, eight "patlin" events were actually recorded, including one immediately before work
began in May 1732. The consequent reduction in output was two draughts once, three draughts on
four occasions, five once and six once. On three intermediate dates cuts of 4 draughts were noted
when patlin was not recorded. If these were not just for repairs, they suggest a frequency of four to five
weeks, but the greater loss of production each time may indicate that Netherhall's pans were in worse
condition than those at Whitehaven. If a thicker incrustation was not acceptable to Cumbrian salters,
perhaps their technique differed from elsewhere.
56
Brownrigg, 60; O. Wood op. cit., 294.
57 Between 22 Dec. and 12 Jan. salt sales of 46 bushels included 26 of "sea" salt, plus 11'/2 to James
Millum and 7 to Richard Jackson (merchants) at the sea salt price of 11 d. a bushel.
58 CROC, D/Lons/W7/1/51.
59 This barter occurred after 22 December when 624 bushels of salt were in stock. Thus 624-360 — 44 1 /2
+ 30 = 24972 bushels unsold. (Figures for 12 Jan. underlined). The herrings cost 7s. 10'/4d. a barrel
(each worth 4.28 tons of coal).
60
If the 249 1 /2 bushels are taken as "sea sales" (based on price) then 72 bushels of local trade amounted
to only 6% of output. If the unsold salt is ignored, then local sales rise only to 7.5%; and if they were
all evenually sold locally the figure would still not reach 27%. of output. Thus, by any assessment, sea
sales were far more important than the local trade.
6` Previous drafts were 4, 6, 6, 6, 6, (then five weeks as table 2) followed by: 5(c), 6, 6, 6, 5(c), 6, 6, 6,
4(c) 6, 6, 6, 5, 6, 6, 5, 5, 6, 6, 6, 3(r), 6, 6, 6, 3(r), 5(c), 6, 6, 6, 3, (end). C = crustening: r = repairs
(3 "legg" days each time).
62 The meaning of "Legg" is obscure. Legge meant "to lay" or "to alleviate" which perhaps suggests
repairs. Alternatively the origin could be legitimus = legal; or legitima = proper or just; as if the men
were paid for non-production days for the just purpose of repairing the salt works.
63 That is (22s x 12) + 1d = 265d; i.e. 26 1 /2 bushels at 10d.
64 As with hundreds of nails or deals, loads of stone, slate and other building materials. Hundredweights
could be of 128, 120 or 112 lbs with more than 20 per score. Stones also varied in weight. (B. Tyson,
CW2, lxxxiv, 168, 174 and xcv, 124).
65
Compared to 16.4 mean and 4.175 S.D. for the 1675 contract.
66
CROC, D/Lons/W7/1/51.
Tom Herd rock stands at the seaward end of the southern cliff of Whitehaven harbour (Fig. 2d).
68 i.e. 3390 + 3772 x 100 = 89.87 per cent.
69
CROC, D/Lons/W3/64, St Bees rents.
70 This was followed by the "dead commodity" and Frodsham trade quotation noted earlier. Tickell
letters, box 2: 409 and 415.
67

71

72
73

74

75

By 27 January, Thomas Bodle, freshly arrived from Dublin, had agreed to rebuild the bridges for k10.
CROC, D/LonsIW, Tickell letters, box 4: 535, 541 and 338.
J. V. Beckett, op. cit. (1981), frontispiece.
CROC, D/Lons/W, Harbour papers. Date established from William Gilpin's letter to Sir John
Lowther, 10 May 1693. See B. Tyson, TAMS 29 (1985), 196.
D. R. Hainsworth, The Correspondence of Sir John Lowther of Whitehaven, 1693-1698 British Academy,
Records of Social and Economic History, New Series vii (1983), 315 et seq.
Difficult to read. Christopher Lowther wrote "I have taken a house uppon the key uppon the ryver in
the Cytye at the foot of the Wood Key, of Mr Jacob Newmans at 20£ per annum" and asked for
letters to be directed there. D. R. Hainsworth, op. cit. (1977), 6-8.
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